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Why Care About Rock?







Aggregate is a key component of basic building materials
of asphalt and concrete
Asphalt and concrete vital for houses, schools, roads,
bridges, all building
State estimates future demand for aggregate in the
North Bay Region (Napa, Sonoma, Marin, portion of
Solano) at 8.9 tons per person per year
Napa County’s aggregate needs to transportation alone
are significant



Metro. Trans. Comm. found Napa road conditions worst in Bay Area
NCTPA Vision 2040 report describes transportation needs








$467 million needed for maintenance and repair
$800 million in new transportation projects

Measure T sales tax will generate $300 million for road maintenance and
resurfacing

County economic and infrastructure depend on
aggregate
Napa Quarry is the only aggregate resource in Napa
County


More high quality aggregate is needed and could run out as soon as this year

Why Care About a Local Supply?










Low unit value-high bulk weight commodity
Transported predominantly by heavy trucks
State found that costs increase by $0.15 per ton for each
additional mile
Haul distances of 25 to 35 miles can double cost as well
as higher environmental impacts
On average 80% of Napa Quarry products used in Napa
County
Short of rock in North Bay; without local source, most
likely will come from British Columbia in Canada

Local v. Imported


Local Aggregate









Reduced GHGs and
diesel emissions
Reduced Traffic
Reduced Costs
Increased Tax
Revenue
Retain Local Jobs
Retain Local Recycling



Imported Aggregate









Increased GHGs and
diesel emissions
Increased Traffic
Increased Costs
Decreased Tax
Revenue
Loss of Local Jobs
Goes to Landfill

Napa Quarry is Our Local Supply









First quarry activity in late 1870s
Basalt Rock began mining at site in early 1900s
Syar purchased the property in 1986
Designated as MRZ-2 in 1987 by California
Geologic Survey; MRZ-2 area expanded in 2013
Mineral Resources: Basalt, Ryolite, and Tuff
Only significant aggregate source in Napa
County

The Project
















NEW PERMIT
35-Year Term
Sales limit of 1.3 M tons annually
(reduced from 2M)
Increased Asphalt Recycling
Expanded Mining Area (106 acres)
Modern Environmental Mitigation
and Monitoring
Mining further from Park Center
and Imola Residents
Mining below groundwater
elevation prohibited
Public Hearing every 5 yrs.
















EXISTING PERMIT
No Expiration Date
No Sales Limit
No Increased Asphalt Recycling
Existing Mining Area (500 acres)
Limited Environmental Protections
Mining closer to Park Users and
Imola Residents
Mining below groundwater
elevation allowed
No Public Hearings

Recycled Asphalt Pavement








Syar’s current asphalt manufacturing equipment
requires use of virgin aggregate
Caltrans and local jurisdictions including Napa
County are requiring that asphalt include
recycled asphalt pavement (RAP)
Using RAP asphalt reduces need for virgin
aggregate and asphalt oil
Without new permit, will not be able to install
equipment that allows use of RAP

The Project History










Submitted application in 2008 asking for 291 acre
expansion w/ 2M tons annual sales
During development of EIR, reduced project to 126 acre
expansion w/ 2M tons production in 2012 in order to
reduce environmental impacts
Draft EIR published in 2013; after extensive public
comment, Final EIR published in 2014
During 2015, Planning Commission held 7 hearings and
received and responded to numerous comments
submitted after close of DEIR comment period
In response to public comments during the Planning
Commission hearings, Syar further reduced project to
109 acre expansion with 1.3M tons annual sales, plus
additional mitigation and monitoring requirements

The Appeals



Staff Report and County Experts support upholding the
Planning Commission Project approval
Opponents’ Concerns









Distrust of Scientific Reports
Distrust of Compliance Process
Distrust of Applicant
Distrust of the County and its Consultants
Fail to recognize implications of the No Project Alternative

CEQA requires reasonable level of data/analysis NOT
perfection
Staff and Consultants have reviewed comments multiple
times and provided written responses confirming the
adequacy of the EIR and its conclusions based on
conservative assumptions, appropriate methodology,
baseline data, and valid thresholds of significance

The Policy







State and local policies recognize importance of
ensuring the long-term supply of local aggregate
Balances need for aggregate with environmental
issues
The EIR’s No Project Alternative and Staff
Report recognize the project’s importance
Implications of No Project are far reaching
impacting roads, traffic, air quality, climate
change, and our local economy
All impacts have been mitigated and many
below what is already considered less than
significant

SMARA




SMARA: Adopted in 1975 in recognition of
importance of mineral extraction to the state’s
economic well being and to create and maintain
an effective and comprehensive policy to
mitigate environmental impacts and to
encourage production and conservation of
minerals
Requires State Geologist geological inventory



Insures that important mineral deposits are identified
and protected for continued and future extraction
Napa Quarry classified as a Mineral Resource Zone 2
(MRZ-2) in 1987 (Pasini Parcel added in 2013)


Area of regional or statewide importance where adequate
information indicates that significant mineral deposits are
present

SMARA and County Policy



SMARA is implemented by County
Lead Agency shall, in accordance with state policy,
establish mineral resource management policies in its
General Plan that:







Recognizes State Geologist’s mineral classifications
Assist in management of land use that affects access to areas of
statewide and regional significance
Emphasize the conservation and development of identified
mineral deposits (Public Resources Code Section 2762)

Napa County GP Policy Con-37



Insures long-term production and supply of aggregate
Recognizing Ag, Open Space as compatible land uses

California Environmental Quality Act








Informational document intended to assist
County in identifying and mitigating
impacts
Need not be exhaustive, reviewed in the
light of what is reasonably feasible
Disagreement among experts does not
make an EIR inadequate
Perfection is not the standard. You look
for adequacy, completeness, and a good
faith effort at full disclosure

Studied vs. Approved


EIR analyzed maximum impact scenario NOT
reduced project (2M to 1.3M)









35% decrease in maximum activity
20-acre reduction in footprint

Reduced Production = NO Significant Impacts
Syar Revised Project = Retains SWP trails,
increases setbacks (tree planting) & operational
restrictions/monitoring within 2,500 feet
Experts Confirm: Health Risks, Dust, Noise
Impacts are Mitigated to less than significant
Robust Annual Compliance Reports and
Monitoring with Planning Commission Public
Hearings every 5 years on compliance

Substantial Evidence Standard







The County’s actions are required to be
supported by substantial evidence
Defined as: Fact and reasonable assumption
predicate upon fact, or expert opinion supported
by fact
Disagreement between experts regarding
significance of impacts and adequacy of
mitigation measures is not sufficient to invalidate
an EIR
The County is not held to a standard of
perfection but rather whether it made an
objective, good-faith attempt at full disclosure

Baseline Conditions









CEQA provides that baseline conditions normally are those existing
conditions at the time the Notice of Preparation is published
Lead Agencies given broad discretion in establishing the appropriate time
frame for determining the environmental baseline
Baseline conditions for Traffic, Groundwater, and Air Quality are all based
on substantial evidence in the record and reasonable assumptions
predicated on that data
 Groundwater baseline based on actual well monitoring adjusted based
on production levels
 Traffic baseline conditions based on actual traffic counts
 Air Quality baseline conditions based on actual emissions, scientific
standards, and assumptions that fugitive dust BMPs are being
implemented which insured that all potential increases would be
evaluated and mitigated
There is no basis for concluding that the baseline data used was
inappropriate or inadequate to evaluate project impacts
Establishing a baseline allows for the project to be evaluated without
constantly chasing a moving target related to physical and regulatory
changes
When regulatory changes occur they are evaluated to determine if they
would change conclusions of the EIR, if not then analysis does not need to
be modified

Project Modifications








CEQA is intended to inform the County and public of a
project’s impacts so that it can require appropriate
mitigation measures and alternatives/project
modifications to reduce those impacts to less than
significant
CEQA does not restrict the County or the Applicant from
making improvements to the project based on the
environmental analysis
All project modifications address legitimate issues raised
during the CEQA process, some from experts and others
from the public. All modifications reduced impacts,
required additional county oversight/monitoring, or
reduced the size and scope of the project
No project modifications cause new environmental
impacts or added project components not evaluated in
the Draft EIR

Recirculation








Recirculation of a Draft EIR is the exception NOT the
rule
Recirculation only required if Significant New Information
was added after the Draft EIR is circulated for public
comment
NO Significant New Information unless it is a NEW
substantial environmental effect or feasible way to
mitigate the effect that the project proponent declines to
implement
New information added to the EIR only amplified and
clarified existing mitigation measures or involved
modifications to the project that reduced project impacts
= NO CIRCULATION IS REQUIRED

Air Quality












Health Risk Assessment was prepared to address Air Quality
Increase in chronic non-cancer risk due to the project is approximately 10
times less than the individual and cumulative significance thresholds
(includes Crystalline Silica)
Cancer Risk (TAC) is less than significant
 Cancer risk has many factors including lifestyle decisions, genetics, age,
and weight
 Environmental factors only have limited impact on rates of cancer 4%
to 18%
 Not appropriate or responsible to assert project causes cancer
DEIR analysis based on 2M tons/yr and Project is now only 1.3M tons/yr
further reducing impacts
DEIR analysis was conservative (assumed flat terrain and all new regional
demand supplied by Napa Quarry)
Project Regional Air Impacts are less than significant and in some cases
beneficial (PM10 and PM2.5)
Permit conditions require acceleration of equipment engine upgrades
beyond current stringent state requirements if increase production beyond
the baseline
No Project results in increased hauling distances and therefore increased
diesel emissions (TAC) and GHGs

Skyline Park















Quarry currently mining in close proximity to Park’s primary use areas
Not “ramping up” continuing and improving current operations with slow
expansion requiring strict oversight and monitoring (5-year reopener)
Over 25 miles of trails at SWP; less than 1 mile encroaches onto Syar’s
property and only a small percentage of these trail sections have views of
quarry
Areas of encroachment overlap with trail locations having views of quarry
Current views from SWP include quarry, urbanization, and agriculture and
SWP contains numerous manmade structures from historic use of property
by State
Offer to Realign trails onto SWP property to reduce aesthetic impacts to trail
users and upgrade trail to modern environmental standards rejected
despite initial agreement by SWP
Response: Reduced production and reduced project footprint reduced by 15
acres and agreed to operational restrictions to further reduce impacts
already considered less than significant
Result: Aesthetic and Noise impacts will not increase significantly from
existing conditions and require operational restrictions and monitoring
Air Quality impacts have been mitigated

Skyline Park Trail Encroachments

Syar Project Revisions

Syar Project Revisions

Additional Project Revisions


Revised Mitigation Measure 4.11-1 summary:




Limit daytime aggregate mining operations to between the hours of 7:00 AM and
12:00 PM in unshielded areas to the north and east of the State Blue Pit or
Snake Pit areas within 2,500 feet of the nearest sensitive receptors (residences,
schools, or trails)
Ensure that noise levels at the nearest receptor locations north or east of the
quarry shall not exceed 50 dBA L50 from 7:00 AM to 10:00 PM and 45 dBA L50
from 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM










Acoustical shielding
Quietest available equipment
Daily noise monitoring

Additional visual screening by planting oak trees in the setback of the Pasini
expansion area within the first 2 years of the permit term
Provide 48 hours notice of blasting via our website, in addition to providing
a 24 hour notice via email/phone call to anyone who requests to receive a
notice
No blast when sustained wind speeds at the quarry exceed 20 mph

Draft EIR Skyline Park Trail Visual
Simulation Photo Points

Existing View From Trail

Post Project View From Trail

Existing View From Trail

Post Project View from Trail

Existing View From Trail

Post Project View From Trail

Existing View From Trail

Post Project View From Trail

109-Acre Syar Project Revisions

Existing View from Skyline Trail
Looking Southeast

Post Project View from Skyline Trail
Looking Southeast w/ Tree Plantings

Existing View from Skyline Trail
Looking South

Post Project View from Skyline Trail
Looking South w/ Tree Plantings

State Rezone Application


Application to remove SWP Overlay by State (current owner) is
irrelevant to the current project and EIR:










Neither the Syar project nor the possible future removal of the SWP
Overlay would affect on the ability for an owner to apply to the County
for a Surface Mining Permit because Surface Mining is an allowed use in
all zoning districts within the County. This is not unique to SWP
Future mining of Skyline Wilderness Park is not a “reasonable
foreseeable probable future project”
Cumulative Impact analysis is required to look at “reasonable
foreseeable probable future projects” at the time of the Notice of
Preparation (2009). Rezoning application was submitted after
Certification of the FEIR in 2015 and has been deemed to be withdrawn
as of March 19, 2016
Note: Any owner of SWP would be required to submit an application to
the County for a discretionary Surface Mining Permit and required CEQA
review prior to be allowed to mine
MRZ-2 Classification by state does not require or authorize mining,
County is in control
The County has protected the park from impacts related to the quarry
project. The solution is to focus on purchasing the park from the state

County Oversight


TRUST BUT VERIFY:








Compliance Reporting
 Annual Mining Plan/Reclamation
 Air Quality; Biology; Geology; Hydrology; Noise; etc.
County and Agency Review and Unprecedented Oversight
5-year Planning Commission Hearings on compliance and
effectiveness of mitigation measures with ability to modify
mitigation measure and conditions of approval based on
monitoring data

Recognize the uniqueness of the Project and Policy
Implications both Economic and Environmental
Uphold the Planning Commission’s Approval allowing for
an adequate volume of high quality aggregate to meet
long-term demand subject to ongoing County oversight

Syar Environmental
Compliance Staff


Use Permit Compliance







John Perry Vice President, Engineering: Oversees all aspects of use permit
compliance
Permit Manager Jennifer Gomez: Responsible for day-to-day use permit
compliance, SMARA reporting, financial cost assurance estimates, reclamation
plan compliance
Supported by engineering, surveying, and administrative staff

Environmental Compliance






Risk Manager John Walker: Oversees environmental compliance, as well as
insurance and safety & health
Environmental Manager Toby Goyette: Manages all aspects of environmental
compliance
Assistant Environmental Manager Jessica Moreno: Assists in compliance with all
environmental programs except diesel emissions
Environmental Technician Ivory Briggs: Manages water system compliance and
conducts sampling for all environmental compliance programs
Napa field staff
 Safety and Environmental Technician James Kerr: Daily, weekly, and
monthly environmental compliance inspections at the Napa Quarry
 Safety and Environmental Technician Jamal Gates: Daily, weekly, and
monthly environmental compliance inspections at the Napa Shop

Manager Accountability Program




The Napa Quarry Manager, Assistant Quarry Manager,
and Shop Manager earn environmental and safety
compliance performance bonuses
Environmental compliance issue covered:







Daily, weekly, and monthly environmental inspections
(hazardous materials, storm water, air emissions)
Promptly reporting spills of hazardous materials
Storm water
Dust emissions (recently added in response to public concerns)
Use permit compliance to be added

Third Party Expert Consultants


Syar does not have in-house expertise in certain
technical areas, and will be hiring third party
expert consultants for:






Noise monitoring and reports
Geotechnical analysis and reports
Groundwater and hydrology analysis and reports
Plant and wildlife surveys and protection
GHG reduction strategies and plan development

Quarry is Already One of the Most
Heavily Regulated Facilities in Napa
Compliance Area

Responsible Agencies

Use Permit

Napa County

Mining Permit and Rec. Plan

Napa Cty and Dept. of Conserv.

Air Permits and Diesel Emissions

Local and State Air Boards

Storm Water

Local and State Water Boards

Plants and Wildlife

State and Fed Wildlife Agencies

Hazardous Materials

Napa County, Cal-EPA, Fed EPA,

Environmental Health & Safety

Cal-OSHA, MSHA

Recent Environmental Upgrades








100% renewable electricity with Marin Clean Energy
Deep Green Program
Upgraded mobile equipment fleet
 Baseline: 70% tier 0, 30% tier 1 or better
 2015: 30% tier 0, 70% tier 1 or better, 40% tier 2 or
better
New dust control technology: street sweeper, wheel
washer, buffalos, dust off
New Industrial Stormwater Permit

Compliance Story:
American Canyon Quarry Reclamation


In 2010, Syar started reclamation of the American
Canyon Quarry, consisting of:










Removing remaining structures and equipment
Grading slopes to be more natural looking
Re-vegetating slopes with grasses
Providing adequate drainage and storm water control

Grading started in April, 2010 and finished in August,
2010. Re-vegetation occurred in the Fall of 2010
On-going monitoring, minor issued promptly addressed.
Anticipate completion of reclamation by 2016

Before Reclamation

Reclamation Grading

The Next Summer

Time to Move Forward








Syar has earned trust as a responsible member
of this community
Project approval documents provide for
extensive, strict oversight and verification
This is a unique project with vital economic and
environmental policy implications for community
far into future
Issues raised on appeal have all been
adequately addressed where appropriate by
project modifications, and more stringent
mitigation measures

Thank You

